**New draft law conditions given**

Those males between the ages of 19 and 25 years inclusive will soon face the draft board, unless they are exempt by virtue of a 4-F rating, or some other regulation, and John J. Schommer, director of placement.

"Who's Who" up for okay

The question of whether Illinois Tech students may participate in the "Who's Who in America," a selective who's who of students in the country, will be answered by the Who's Who in America, Inc., the organization in charge of the publication.

In a recent investigation conducted by the NADAM, it was noted that an accurate and scientifically established formula was needed for the selection of students. The NADAM also indicated that the number of students in the scientific and technical fields should be increased in the commercial phase of the Who's Who publication.

In previous seminars on the subject, it has been recommended that a number of students from Illinois Tech be included.

**BE club meeting dates announced**

Discussions on contemporary economic problems will be held by the Illinois Tech Business and Economics club and the Junior Business club at 11 p.m. Each Friday during the academic year, except for Winter Session. The first meeting will be held at 11 p.m. on Jan. 16, with the exact time announced later.

The first meeting of the Business and Economics club was held at 11 p.m. on Jan. 16, with the exact time announced later. The discussion will focus on economic trends and their implications on the economy.

**Rabbi Berman will speak on Jewish DP's at assembly**

Rabbi Morton Berman will speak at an all-school assembly on Tuesday, Oct. 25, as part of the Jewish DP's at assembly program. Rabbi Berman, who has just returned from the Near East, plans to discuss the experiences of Jewish displaced persons in Israel and Europe. His experiences include service in both world wars, as well as his role as a rabbi in a Jewish Yeshiva in New York.

**JW chairmanship deadline today**

Final deadline for applications for the 1949 Junior Week chairmanship has been set at 5 p.m. today. Application forms may be obtained from Dean Hughes' office.

**WSE to hear Carmichael**

John P. Carmichael, sports editor of the Chicago Daily News, will speak at the annual "Kirkland" dinner meeting of the Student Society of Engineers. The event is scheduled for Wednesday, Feb. 1 at the Chicago Athletic Club.

**Crime hits fraternity row**

A lone night school student going home from a social gathering at 3 a.m. was robbed at gunpoint by two youths who made off with $25. The victim reported the incident to the police, who are now investigating.

The young man, who was found unharmed, reported the incident to the police, who are now investigating.

Rabbi Morton Berman, president of the Illinois Tech Board of Trustees, has been reported by the police as a suspect in the crime.

Additional information on the incident is available from the police department.
Letters to the Editor

Juniors want say-so on Junior Week head

To the Editor:

I feel I must write this editorial in response to the recent letters from the DNR (Department of Natural Resources) regarding the issue of junior week. The students have been expressing their dissatisfaction with the current state of affairs, and I feel it is important to address the concerns raised.

In recent years, junior week has become a cherished tradition for many students. However, the current arrangements do not reflect the level of participation and engagement that the students demand. The decision-making process appears to be biased towards the senior class, which leaves the juniors feeling excluded and disempowered.

The students have expressed their desire for greater involvement in the planning and execution of junior week activities. They argue that their voices and ideas should be heard, and that the activities should be designed with their interests and needs in mind.

I urge the administration to consider these concerns seriously. The students have a right to be involved in the decision-making process, and their contributions are invaluable. By including the juniors in the planning process, we can ensure that junior week remains a meaningful and enjoyable experience for all students.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Editor in Chief

as I see it

By David R. Smith

SCHOOL TROUBLE replacing his once a problem, for sure.

In my mailbox abandoning, you have a problem: someone's interested about Junior Week. And that must be a good thing.

A handful of students, having known about an event so small on the horizon, indicates, if nothing more, that the school's looking beyond the end of his side.

It's been a problem -- why this confusion about one of the school's traditions? Because perhaps someone has lost sight of the fact that Junior Week has grown up in the last two years. And I don't think it's Junior Week any more at all -- it's something far bigger and better.

Mr. Harrison is apologetic for something -- he's had to work hard, the old spirit. The three-day plan for Junior Week, which was to end by the 19th, has been extended to the 21st.

The scores of student group participation are up, too, and everyone is looking forward to the fun.

Don't be surprised, then, if Junior Week is a big success.

Thebesc: School spirit is always on the rise, and the students are looking forward to the event.

The concept of Junior Week was first introduced in 1975, and it has become an annual tradition at the school. The event is designed to bring the students together and to promote school spirit.

Juniors want say-so on Junior Week head

The junior class is the largest and most diverse in the school, and they have a lot to offer. The juniors have expressed their desire to have more say in the planning and execution of junior week activities.

The senior class, who have been in charge of junior week for the past few years, have been responsive to the students' concerns. They have agreed to involve the juniors in the planning process, and to consider their ideas and suggestions.

This is 'Blast Harriaman Week'

Right about now we thought we ought to comment on the cafeteria situation, because it seems to be a tradition to proclaim a 'Blast Harriaman Week' at least once every semester.

But do you mind if we shelve this duty to the student body and take a more realistic attitude?

In pointing out the areas in which we feel we can do better, we are cognizant of present hardships which face the management. Yet...

Why can't a more efficient organization of the sandwich and milk lines in the North cafeteria be devised?

At present, it is necessary to pass through both the plate lunch and checking lines in order to get a sandwich. Confusion reigns at the milk counter.

The students are unlimited in the number of sandwiches they can purchase, and it is not unusual to see a 50-cent surplus in their pockets.

Food prices today, as we all know, are exorbitant high. However, the cafeteria prices are out of line. Despite bottle washing and handling expenses, a markup of more than 50 cents is not justified on a staple food such as this.

But just to prove we're not bitter about these matters, we'd like to mention that we've noticed a consistent effort to improve Harriaman cafeteria atmosphere. Table-cleaning service is rapid, and students can be seen with clean, pleasant surroundings. The variety of sandwiches has improved considerably.

Especially noticed is the extra service given, willingly at odd hours to student groups. This, above all, is appreciated.

Collegiate world

Complete publishing plant donated to college paper

By Johnnie Reed

A complete newspaper plant, the former Pasadena Daily Times, has been donated to the University of Hawaii by a Texas oil company. The $30,000 printing plant will be used to publish The Compass, student newspaper, and other campus publications. Presses are expected to roll within 30 days at their new campus location.

Included in the gift are two Golutek machines, a Duple web press capable of printing up to 650 16-page papers per hour, four job presses, and 150 tons of paper stock. With the new equipment, the University will allow printing in all fields of journalism, plus the technical aspects of printing.

The philanthropist stated that he made the gift to the University with the feeling that the country has a great need for well-trained journalists. His action will permit establishment of a thorough course in modern high-speed newspaper production.

With selective service hardly underway yet, the male-female ratio in American colleges is rapidly changing to normal. This happier condition has had but slight effect on the scene at San Francisco.

The student body, which comprises the improvement is significant.

The Herald Light reports that the registration of women has increased from 12 to 21 percent.

Neatly set for the coming year, the college continues as a testament to the American spirit.

The student body is determined to maintain the tradition of excellence, and the campus is looking forward to another year of academic success.

In the meantime, we urge the students to continue their efforts to improve the quality of the college paper. With the new equipment, we can expect a higher level of production and a more professional atmosphere.

We appreciate the donation, and we look forward to a bright future for The Compass and the University of Hawaii.
Man of the week
Ben Sutton, explorer of showers, awaits tiny bundle
By "WIB" Bill Perkins

When he isn't captaining the track team, editing the sports page of Technology News, or managing rooming houses, Ben R. Sutton, is running up strange showers taking showers. Every once in a while, as in the case of Mary Lou Melborg Sutton, he marries them.

One day during the summer of 1945, Ben R. was burdened with the job of fixing the plumbing in the rooming house run by his family. Distressed he brought up stairs into the bathroom. There was Mary Lou, waiting exactly what anybody wears while taking a shower.

"He was a complete gentleman," says Mary Lou. "He apologized and backed out of the door. Why, he didn't even wink at me, a little latelater!" After he started off by saying quite a lot of Mary Lou, Ben R. decided to continue the process. Now he's living more of her than ever. They married December 31, 1947.

Ben wasn't particularly nervous the day he was married, but he did fall down the stairs. At the church he discovered the marriage license was in his pocket, but it turned up on State street. By that time Ben considered himself fortunate that his luggage didn't get on the wrong train. I didn't get on any train at all. The clerks at the hotel in Minneapolis were understanding, however. By way of climactic consideration, Ben noticed on the automobile of his new father-in-law but much to his surprise, stopped without resistance.

A thin, young 400-pound man with an almost incorrigible countenance when serious, Ben has left four components in search of...
Love at the ringside
Video boom promises to rejuvenate parlor
By Edward J. Mitchell

A perhaps overlooked phase of the effect of the great television boom may yet be the deciding factor of the television boom in one's social success. It may be the place to meet new people or to see old friends. The young people, who owned the television set, have been meeting each other and making new friends. The old people, who don't own television sets, have also been meeting each other and making new friends.

But even older people have found that the showings are interesting. They have been learning about new people and meeting new friends. The television is bringing people together. It is bringing people closer. The television is bringing people closer to each other.

Studebaker tickets available
Tickets to a forthcoming play, "Command Decision," will be made available to Illinois Tech students and staff members in advance of general public sale. The management of the Studebaker theater is doing this in order to make tickets available to college students and staff members in advance of general public sale. Those interested in this opportunity should contact Miss Margaret Dean Dusinberre, director of student activities, office as soon as possible.

Travis announces selection of admissions advisors
Members of the Student Services Advisory board have been selected for the current year. Fred R. Travis, director of admissions, announced last week. This board, which was begun last year, serves as a liaison between the students and admissions staff.

Student members consist mainly of upper-year students who are currently serving in the admissions office of Illinois Tech. They are appointed by the dean of students and serve in the capacity of student advisors.


First Again with Tobacco Men!

More independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next 2 leading brands combined.

An independent poll covering all the leading tobacco markets revealed the smoking preference of the men who really know tobacco—cigar-, pipe-, and cigarette-smokers. More than 2 leading independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next 2 leading brands combined.

IVCF inaugurates morning meetings
Members of the Interfraternity Christian Fellowship club decided last week to hold meetings twice a week in the ITT campus chapel, starting a series of daily prayer meetings at 7:30 a.m. The North Union conference room has been selected for this purpose.

The prayer meetings are open to the entire staff of the hotel, the students, and the student body. The meeting will be led by President E. S. L. Flesch, president of IVCF. These meetings are in addition to the weekly Thursday afternoon club sessions.

Members of the club were asked to hold last week, and elected to serve them. Frankly, fourth at the IVCF, was elected vice-president and Frankly was re-elected as president for the third time.

SOPH CLASS
Presents
Autumn Leaves
by Lake Shore Club
Saturday, November 13, 1948
Nine O'Clock
No tickets sold at door
Lucky Strike means fine tobacco
Big player deals mark start of IM basketball

By Edgerion Ryerson

The following conversation was picked up by special wire

"Hey, Zeke...I been talkin' to some of da boys and we decided to trade Larry Paatam and Tel Wims to da Stags for a broken box and a couple candy wrappers...that may be we kin get Blackie Squirrell on waivers..." and it went. Such intelligent conversation, take it in, the other corners of gym can parse one and another to the thing...you guessed it, it's time for intramural basketball again.

But, all kidding aside, this year's tournament proved to be the most popular of the intramural program with a total of some 238 Techknicks participating in 20 teams.

This year, as last, the competition will be on a league basis. Team scoring will be placed in one of four sections and will play each of the other teams in its section. The winners of each section will play off to determine the champion and runner-up.

Medals will be awarded to the tournament champion, second place team and to the best shot of the group among individual ball players. All prizes will be distributed in the Tech Gymnasium.

Recreational games will be available to Tech students through the Tech Gymnasium. Recreational games will be played in the Tech Gymnasium.

Harriers to meet Demons

Trackmen seek revenge for '47 season defeats

By Ken Denson

Tomorrow morning at three-thirty the Illini Harriers will meet the Demons of De Paul in Washington park at 15th and Cottage Grove. The last time the two teams came together, the Techs did exceptionally well as well as 3,000 mile course at Santeetah. Both teams are in excellent condition for the meeting of the two league cross-league teams. The Demons swept through the 1947 season with a record of 12-2, and the Harriers captured the conference title with a record of 10-3. The meet takes place at 15th and Cottage Grove at 3:30 a.m.

NROTC rifle expert wins target trophy

Marvin H. Kortz, NROTC student, will be presented a proficiency trophy for his individual performance in the 1947 season of the Navy National NROTC Pistol Shooting match at the Navy Installation on the Illinois Tech campus Tuesday, May 5.

NROTC rifle expert wins target trophy

Zalbster won the championship in competition with approximately 290 NROTC students representing 12 universities and colleges. The match was held in Evanston on April 15.

The presentation will be made by Capt. Donald McQuay, commanding officer of the Illinois Tech NROTC unit.

Zalbster scored 251 out of a possible 300 points to win first place.

Movies to top smoker events

An exclusive showing of the 1948 Olympic color movies taken by Dr. Elmer Mitchell, head of the University of Michigan physical education department, will highlight the annual Smoker event sponsored by the Alumni Association and Honor Council. The films have not been shown before in the Chicago area.

A second movie, "Toucheau! Thrills of '47" bringing together to one film the most colorful events of the collegiate football pageant last fall, will be shown with an exclusive showing of the Castro's "Quo Vadis." It is incomparable with the Academy Award-winning "A Star Is Born."

The showing will be held at 8 p.m. in the North Student Union auditorium. Tickets will be sold at the door on a first-come, first-served basis. There will be a charge of $1.50 for adults and 50 cents for students. Tickets for the entire affair will be sold at $3.50 each.

Tech Hawkeyes vanquish NROTC

Illinois Tech's Hawkeyes, getting into the groove as evidenced by their six-game winning streak, rolled over the NROTC rifle team October 22nd. Five-man teams were selected at random from each organization and faced off with each other (shooting offhand, kneeling, and prone).

The Tech aggregate total stood at 1186-1122. Four true seniors on the team were on the Illinois Tech target range in the basement of Alumni hall.

Chicago Teachers lose 'star' Trahey

By Larry Shears

The latest communicable in the basketball cold war reveals "Big Ed" slicing his squad, and Chicago Teachers losing their number one guy, Dave Trahey.

Trahey, the southwest's scoring star, has been forced to drop basketball due to a knee injury. "Rodman" lost his touch and is still working on conditioning, but Ed Trahey has an injured toe, and Gehmeyer, a badly strained thumb. Captain Carl Hernandez has regained the squad and Mitchell will be excellent, as the Fighting Macs will be in top form.

In the practice scrimmage Clancy has been concentrating heavily on defense work and his favorite fast break. So far, the team has been looking good in the ball handling and teamwork departments. The main feature of the new team is the defense, a sure sign that the Macs are ready for anything.
Home ec student tops Pigskin Prophets

Dorothy Krack's card shines over record 2,085 entries

By Jim Wangeroth

"Never underestimate the power of a woman!"

Completely ignoring the fact that football is a man's game, or at least supposed to be, Miss Dorothy Krack, a home economics junior, proceeded to walk off with first prize in the "Pigskin Prophets" contest for the 1938 season.

With a ridiculously simple list of games to begin with, and none of the underdogs teams prevailing upset, 1,105 of the 1,085 entries were ignored.

Further classification of the 11 games placed the probably serious guessers for the season into three categories: the No. 1 group, which included such teams as the Notre Dame-Loyola, Army beat a string of Cornell scored by 43 points (7-0), and the Irish faced them only 13 points (17-33) later.

Miss Krack's Army-Cornell score was 24-6, in favor of the Cadets, for a 23 point difference, only one point ahead of the actual 21 point margin. The score for the 11th game victory over Iowa was also only 3 points away from the actual 19 point margin.

With her perfect 23 point difference, Dorothy Krack established herself as the winner, and walked off with $3.

"I've always been kind of a football fan," confided the former Renfrew Park High student. "I've never had anything to get excited about We've been giving high school, and they don't even play football here."

"I would have had a perfect season if Paine St. Joe's hadn't come back to tie us Michigan at the last quarter. That was the only tough game on the card," smiled the former member of the Women's Auxiliary, as she picked up her prize. "The game is the only game that Mendenhall School has ever won."

The second game turned into another classic between Delta Tau Delta and Alpha Xi Delta. Alpha Xi Delta, 18-14, matched weight for weight, and the Cadets came out on top. The game seemed to take forever to end, but it was surely the most exciting game of the season. The Cadets answered with出自"Wayne University..."."

Coach calls track meet

Coach Roy MacArthur has issued a call for all interested in participating in the indoor track meet. The meet will take place in the varsity locker room of the gymnasium Tuesday at 1 o'clock. The track meet is for all members, and it will be a great opportunity for those interested in track.

• BASKETBALL

The last game of the season was a great success, with many hard fought games. After almost 31 weeks of play, the top four teams turned out to be the Carlin, the Gridiron, the Great Lakes, and the Gridiron masters. The Carlin, the Gridiron, and the Gridiron masters were the only teams to win more than one game, and they were the only teams to win the tournament.

Some of the highlights of the tournament were the Carlin's victory over the Gridiron, and the Gridiron's victory over the Great Lakes. The Gridiron, with its strong defense, was able to hold off the Carlin and the Great Lakes, and ultimately won the tournament.

Coach Ed Glanard announced that the final game will be held in the gymnasium of the "New Open Gym".

Glancy again warned against student participation being late for the tournament. The completion of the gymnasium is dependant on the completion of the building. The completion of the gymnasium will be dependant on the completion of the building.

Coca-Cola

Adds Refreshment To Every Occasion

The Pause That Refreshes

As for it other way...both drinks mean the same thing.
Door in Chemistry building efficiently balks Techawaks

By Bill Leslie, Jr.

Somewhere in the Chem building corridors is a staring Techawk looking for room "118." Unless a rescue party finds him, he feels he has been shown where he's behind the door marked "120." His chance of survival is slim.

He has been living the door for hours, but his path was not as easy as he thought. Did the registrar's office know there was no such room? or did some photographer's thumb slip—or was it dreaming? Do people count 116, 117, 119, 121? Maybe it just belongs to the old school.

"Let's look at the program again. It doesn't say what a whistle, it doesn't look like 118—how about that? other door..."

Someone finally discovered the problem of the baffled student. Having that infamous "120" door, and people resolving that it has been cleared to be used on the other door, it was announced Monday by David Berman, president.

The pledges include four members: Lee Schellinger, Julian Ney, Richard G. Wetherell, and Robert T. Nelson, and two juniors, Keith T. Mcgee and Peter R. Grotham. During the pledge period the men will be required to carry a range stick—a seven-foot ruler—used to obtain signatures of the actives.

RAINFOREST ENGINEERS — The general assembly meeting of October 26 has been postponed until November 7.

At the first meeting of the IRS, Edward Hanley was elected president, John Ouellet, vice-president, Edmund Gibbons, secretary, and Albert Hawski, treasurer.

ME student wins American Legion national award

Jack Moeller, 20-year member of the Logan Square Drum and Bugle corps, shared honors with the corps when they won the "T. M. of American Legion" national championship in Miami, Florida, October 16. Jack won first place in 38 states with four other corps members so that they could attend the national competition.

The "T. M. of American Legion" championship, which brought a $50 prize to the Logan Square Drum, required an exhibit of precision, uniformity of playing, plus one concert number, such as the "East Coast Challenge," or "Four in a Tent," or "Tentway." There are can be played in a high by the use of such specialized instruments as the bass drum, tenor drum, and the gong, which is the gong when the bell is sounded.

"They have been building," said Jack.

The Logan Square Drum and Bugle corps won the same championship last year, when the contest was held in New York City.

---

Campus Capers...JAFF N LEARN

Johnny's TRANSFORMATION IN A TERRIFIC TILT WITH THEEPES

---

Plain text representation of this document is not possible due to the presence of images and graphics, which cannot be transcribed into a plain text format.
'Autumn Leaves' to feature Cliff, Don, and Hoagy team

Featuring a seasonal theme, the sophomore dance, Autumn Leaves, will begin at 9 p.m. on November 13 at the Lake Shore club, 280 Lake Shore drive.

Concert tickets now being sold

Tickets are now on sale for the November 16 performances of the Chicago Symphony Pop concerts. They can be obtained from Lea Goodwyn in the Dean of Students' office.

These tickets must be obtained before November 12. After that date, the remaining tickets will be returned to the Orchestra Hall box office.

WATCH FOR IT!

Your Illinois Tech Directory will go on sale during the last week in November.

PRICE 15 CENTS

"I enjoyed many a CHESTERFIELD on the set of my new picture, GOOD SAM. Chesterfield is always MILD... It's MY cigarette."

Mary Alice Kern, ABC Girl of U.C. L.A. says—

"I smoke Chesterfields because I like the clean, white appearance of the pack and their clean, smooth, Milder taste."

MORE COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE CHESTERFIELDS than any other Cigarette... (1) After National Survey

A B C CHESTERFIELD

YOURS MINDER They Satisfy